American English Coonhounds are hard-working, energetic dogs that are known for their loud bay and their speed and endurance when hunting. This breed is loyal and affectionate with their family, and while they will alert you loudly if a stranger enters your property, they will generally behave in a friendly manner towards them, making them excellent watchdogs, but poor guard dogs. They are also quite intelligent and these hounds generally require a great deal of both vigorous activity and mental stimulation each day in order to be at their happiest and healthiest. Dedicated to American English Coonhounds and their owners! Introduce yourself by... See more of I Love My American English Coonhound on Facebook. Log In. or Create New Account. Did you know "CBD for dogs" was one of the top most searched phrases on Google by pet owners this summer? The English Coonhound, also referred to as the American English Coonhound (by the American Kennel Club only) or the Redtick Coonhound, is a breed of coonhound that originated in and is typically bred in the Southern United States. It is descended from hunting hounds, especially foxhounds, brought to America by settlers during the 17th and 18th centuries. The breed's first recognition came from the United Kennel Club in 1905 as the English Fox and Coonhound. Further recognition has been granted in